
NO CONTEST: 

The Benefits of Partnering to  
Launch a Marketplace Platform

For technology buyers, the question of whether to build a solution in house or purchase 
a solution remains one of the toughest. To shed light on the “build versus buy” decision 
for platforms, AppDirect commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic 
ImpactTM (TEI) study on AppMarket, its marketplace solution. Here’s what the study found.

Build vs. Buy: Working with AppDirect Is the Better Choice

Note: All benefits are three-year, risk-adjusted figures.

Partnering with AppDirect to launch a marketplace platform results in a range of benefits.

 
return on investment109%

payback period<3Month

Payback:  
<3 Months

“We would not have been able to enter the public cloud market and realize the strong  
growth rate there without our investment in AppDirect.” 

—VP cloud business marketplace, telecommunications
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Results for Similar  
Companies

Additional Uses  
and Opportunities

Learn More 

AppMarket allows organizations to launch a marketplace to sell their own  
services, third-party products, and build their own software ecosystems. 

To learn more about the benefits of AppMarket, download the full TEI study here.

A P P D I R E C T . C O M

AppDirect is headquartered in San Francisco, California with offices around the globe 
and works across vertical industries, including software, manufacturing, value-added 
resellers, and financial services. J.P. Morgan, Foundry Group, iNovia Capital, StarVest 
Partners, Stingray Digital, and Mithril Capital Management have invested in AppDirect.

Looking over three years, Forrester analysis found  
that a composite organization experienced these  
risk-adjusted results:

AppMarket’s flexibility allows organizations to realize  
new uses and opportunities long after implementation. 
These include the ability to:

• Expand to new geographies

• Rapidly investigate and launch new products

• Bundle new cloud services with existing  
legacy products

in present value (PV) benefits$33.1M
in net present value (NPV) $17.3M

249% 
The lift a business and financial software organization 
experienced from small businesses adding an app  
to their accounts through AppMarket.

249%

100%

Business Benefits of AppMarket-Powered Platforms

“Usually we have a production lead time of 12 to 24 
months to roll out service lines with all our really 
complex legacy platforms and containers and so on.  
And with AppMarket, we were able to bring this down, 
depending on the service, to just three to four months. 
We greatly improved time-to-market security.” 

—VP cloud business marketplace, telecommunications

In addition to measurable benefits, AppMarket  
customers gain a range of other advantages.

• Improved time to market

• Increased total addressable market (TAM)

• Maintained relevance with customer base

• Streamlined billing and provisioning process

• Attracted new partners

https://www.appdirect.com/resources/report-forrester-total-economic-impact-appmarket
https://www.appdirect.com/

